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The Bad Review
How to Deal with Reputation in a Social Media Age
It is the era of instant and endless information at your fingertips. People are
able to share information on a variety of platforms, despite not being formally
connected. However, these digital opportunities can quickly turn to setbacks.
For businesses with an online presence, a bad or negative review has the
potential to reach a much wider audience and can have a deep reputational
and financial impact on a business.
Businesses must now deal with a range of reviews, from intentionally
untruthful statements to the run-of-the-mill dissatisfied customer, and learn
to tailor their responses accordingly. In this digital age, negative reviews
must be swiftly dealt with before they lead to further harm to the business by
going viral.
This publication aims to provide well-rounded perspectives from industry
experts on the importance of monitoring and responding to different digital
channels, and how businesses can implement effective damage control for
negative reviews.
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By Andy Leck, Principal, Baker McKenzie Wong & Leow
Negative reviews and the viral nature of sensationalist content on the internet
can form a potent mix for a business' reputation on the internet. Care must
be taken to ensure the business does not fall into the bigger trap of
mishandling negative reviews, which may lead to further ramifications for the
business.
A business should first consider if the review is indeed false or defamatory,
or if it merely reflects a customer's honest opinion and may be a justified
review. This might require some investigation into the matter internally. If the
review falls into the latter category, it will be difficult to convince a platform
to remove it or take legal action. Instead, the business may wish to respond
to the review in accordance with its customer service policies.

Baker McKenzie's member firm in
Singapore, Baker McKenzie Wong &
Leow, is part of one of the world’s
leading and most interna�onally diverse
law firms. With broad global coverage
and comprehensive local knowledge
gained from more than 30 years of
opera�ng in Singapore, the firm offers a
unique combina�on of resources to
help effec�vely manage the challenges
and opportuni�es of doing business in
Singapore, the rest of Asia and globally.

Where the review is fake and defamatory, the business may wish to approach
the platform to take down the post, especially if it was posted anonymously. Generally, online platforms enable businesses
to flag content for the platform's review if they think it is fraudulent. If that fails, a business might then consider two
possible legal routes: an action for defamation or malicious falsehood. Defamation assists in tackling reviews which
denigrate the reputation of the business, while malicious falsehood can tackle reviews which are false, malicious and
calculated to cause quantifiable loss (including goodwill) to a business. However, legal action will only be possible if the
review was posted by an identifiable individual.
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Key Takeaways
•

Businesses may wish to actively monitor popular platforms such as travel sites, social media hashtags and blogs by
influencers to get a sense of their reputation online and act promptly if issues arise. Businesses should take a
discerning approach to negative reviews and consider if it is an honest review that needs to be addressed by the
customer services team, or if it is a review that is false or damages the business' reputation.

•

Businesses should look to actively engage and communicate with popular platforms to flag reviews which they deem
to be false or defamatory. If the review is contrary to the platform's policies, it might take down the review and may even
prevent the user from posting further reviews. This serves as a cost and time-efficient solution as compared to
commencing legal proceedings, which may be expensive, lengthy and impractical considering the potential volume.

•

If the platform is unable to assist, businesses may wish to turn to legal action. To establish a case of defamation, a
complainant must prove that the review of the business was posted by the defendant and read by others on the
internet, and would lower the general public's esteem of the business, or expose the business to hatred, contempt or
ridicule.

•

Where defamatory reviews have been posted anonymously, it will be particularly challenging for complainants to
identify and take legal action against the author. However, if the review was published by an identifiable person such
as an influencer, businesses should take proactive steps to gather objective electronic evidence that can be used in
legal proceedings to prove publication of the post by such a person.

•

The author of the review might raise the defence of justification or fair comment by proving that the defamatory review
is true in substance and in fact, or that it is an expression of opinion based on true facts and relates to a matter of public
interest. Therefore, before commencing legal proceedings, businesses should conduct internal investigations to
determine if there is indeed merit to the author's review.

•

For an action in malicious falsehood, a complainant will need to prove that the review of the business comprises false
statements, and that the author knew such statements to be untrue. The complainant will also have to prove that the
review was posted and read by others on the internet, and that it was calculated to cause quantifiable loss to the
complainant, such as a loss of profits.

By Jillian Chi, Client Success & Insights Manager, Circus Social
Depending on who you are, you may be thrilled or terrified at the prospect of
receiving a review. As a TikTok influencer, your followers are likely to shower
you with love and support – but not so much if you are managing Shopee’s
social media account, where comments are likely to be rants from
consumers. Regardless, since most businesses are already engaging in
traditional research which prompts for consumer feedback, why not
leverage on these organic reviews for insights too?
Negating the baseless critiques, negative reviews are typically in response
to an action, or lack thereof, from a brand – which presents businesses with
the perfect opportunity to correct their offerings, service, or messaging. If
40% of your social engagement is customers complaining about delayed
goods, it’s about time to investigate and address these concerns before a
systemic error permanently alters brand perception. It isn’t rare for a minor
payment issue to escalate to a seemingly major scandal, so conversations
should be constantly monitored to prevent a rude awakening.
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Circus Social is a social & digital
data analytics company that helps
brands make sense of social media
chatter, sharpen insights, and
understand trends.
Our next-gen social intelligence
platform, 20/Twenty, allows brands
& agencies to track real-time
conversations, monitor competitors
and set up automated reports &
alerts - so you never miss anything.

By having bird’s eye view across all digital platforms, businesses will be able to see firsthand in real time conversations
around their brand – which is especially important when a crisis strikes – as well as have the opportunity to deep dive into
specific themes and insights. Timely and tactful responses are the only remedy, which is not possible without fully
understanding your customer’s sentiment and expectations.
Consumers want to be heard – be it as a thumbs up or unsatisfactory review – but it is up to businesses to listen and dig
deeper and discover the main drivers that gets customers to advocate for them.

Key Takeaways
•

It is crucial for businesses to be aware of discussions on social media around their brand as reviews are becoming a
reliable source of referral for new customers

•

Have an objective perspective towards negative reviews as most times it's reflective of consumer’s struggles or
motivation

•

Social conversations are able to capture the real magnitude of dissatisfaction within the customer base, which is a gap
from traditional prompted research

The Bad Review and Social Media Reputation
By Calvin Siew, Director and Digital Lead, Asia, Klareco Communications
Social media reputation begins with brands having clear and structured
messaging which is leveraged on through every owned and earned channel.
Businesses should identify credible sources and a range of platforms which
should be built on during the good times. Then, when faced with negativity,
brands already have a solid and positive foundation to build upon.
Responding to social media reviews takes balance, and not every review
should be acknowledged. Social media encourages a certain level of
anonymity which heightens emotions. Therefore, there is a discernment of
when a bad review actually harms a brand. Businesses feel protective which
makes it easy to feel emotional about negative reviews. It is important to
manage reviews calmly and to consider logically whether they will have
significant impact on reputation, before choosing whether to respond.

Klareco Communications is an awardwinning
strategic
communications
consultancy. We have a rapidly expanding
network of offices across Asia and are
headquartered in Singapore. Drawing on
our breadth of professional experience,
knowledge and connections, we thrive on
bringing clarity to complex situations. We
provide our clients with the insight and
impact they require to be heard. We are
specialists in corporate and financial
communications,
investor
relations,
capital market transactions, crisis and
emergency advisory and activation,
regulatory and stakeholder engagement
and government communications. As
trusted advisors, our commitment is to
always do exceptional, creative and brave
work for our clients.

The question is; when faced with a negative review what should a brand’s
response be and where should it go? It is important to assess how much
impact a brand’s response on social media will have. It is likely going to
be more impactful to promote the consistent, positive messaging that
should already be in place through credible sources, for example through earned media. As communicators, we should
always be aware of the wealth and plethora of channels available to us so that we can make informed decisions.
To manage the balance and message, it is important to approach this consistently. Businesses should develop an internal
response framework which outlines tone, spokespeople and timelines. Ongoing social and media monitoring is crucial, to
ensure that businesses are seeing reviews in real-time. This ensures that businesses know how to respond consistently.
When done right, addressing negative reviews can also be an opportunity for brands to restore faith and build trust and
confidence.
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Key Takeaways
•

Responding to negative reviews is a balancing act of when and when not to reply

•

Understanding where to respond and how to leverage on every owned and earned channel is essential

•

Businesses must have an internal response framework for managing reviews

•

Consistency is key: in terms of timelines, spokespeople, and tone

•

Media and social media monitoring is crucial

•

Addressing negative reviews should be viewed as a positive opportunity
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